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KNOWLEDGE OF ASTRONOMY IN SANSKRIT TEXTS OF

ARCHITECTURE (ORIENTATION METHODS IN THE

lSANASIVA GURUDEVAPADDHATJl)

Determination of the cardinal directions was one of the prerequisites for con
structing sacrificial altars and for building houses and temples in ancient India. In
Sanskrit texts of the sulbasiltras, silpa- or vtistu- stistras, and tigamas, mentions are
made to various methods of orientation which show different levels of knowledge
of astronomy Vyoti/.zstistra). The orientation methods are roughly divided into
two categories: the observation of fixed stars and the observation of gnomon
shadows. The former is subdivided into nak~atravedha2 (observation of the lunar
mansions on the eastern horizon) and dhrnvavedha 3 (observation of the polestar).
The latter, the method of using gnomon shadows, was first described in the
Ktitytiyanasulbasiltra, and later it found a significant development after th~

introduction of the Hellenistic astronomy into India, where the gnomon was
extensively used in the stereographic projection known as analemma 4 in Greek
astronomy. Some authors of the vtistustistras and the manuals of temple architecture
who were not indifferent to the new progress of astronomy tried to incorporate
new rules into their texts, sometimes without understanding the context. In what
follows I would like to give an illustration of the inter-sastra relation between
astronomy and architecture concerning the orientation methods, with special
reference to those which are recorded in the isanasivagurndevapaddhati, which
is an encyclopedic manual of Saivasiddhanta written, probably, in the late eleventh
or early twelfth century. Our topic is found in the Saizkucchayadhikara of the
24th pa{ala of the Kriytiptida, which presents the variety of orientation methods
in the more learned way than the texts of architecture proper.

1. METHOD OF THE SO-CALLED INDIAN CIRCLE (FIGURE 1)

After giving introductory remarks about the auspicious.days for setting up the
gnomon, preparation of the ground, and selection of the material for the gnomon
(verses 1 to 4), Gurudeva, the author of our text, draws a circle around the foot
of the gnomon. The radius of the circle is equal to the length of the gnomon 5

(6). "When in the forenoon", he says, "the head of the gnomon-shadow enters
the line of (the circumference of) the circle because of the decrease (of the shadow
length), one should mark the tip of the shadow. In the afternoon likewise mark
(the tip of) the shadow which is going out of the circle touching the line (of the
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circumference) as before. One should draw a straight line (connecting) the two
points (marked) in the forenoon and afternoon. They are the east and west direc
tions." (7-10)6

This method, which is good enough for practical purposes, must have been used
most commonly throughout the history. No text on architecture discusses the
orientation problem without mentioning this one. The earliest reference to the
method, as far as I know, is found in the Krityayanasulbasutra 2, which runs:

same saizkurrz, nikhaya saizkusammitaya rajjva ma~~ala'?'l parilikhya yatra rekhayo~ saizkvagra
cchaya nipatati tafra saizku nihanti sa pracJ/

"Driving the gnomon into the levelled (ground), and drawing a circle with the rope whose
length is equal to the gnomon (length), one drives two pegs at (the intersections of) the two
lines where the shadow of the tip of the gnomon falls. This is the east (-west) line."

The circle thus drawn in this method, as well as the method itself, is called
'Indian Circle' by al·Biruni in his extensive treatise on shadows7 . However, this
simplest and most standard method, says Gurudeva, is regarded by some people as
one that is applied to the place of zero-latitude (nirak~adesa) like Lanka. Without
adding any comment to it, Gurudeva proceeds to the next rule which, 'according to
others' (anyai~), is applicable to the stik~adesa, Le. the place having latitude. In fact,
there is no reason for differentiating the nirak~desa and the stik~adesa as far as the
orientation method is concerned. Moreover, no place in the Indian subcontinent is
located on the zero-latitude, nor even in the island of Sri Lanka, whose southernmost
latitude is about 5° N. In the astronomical texts, however, such theoretical reference
to the nirak~adesa or Lailka is quite common.

2. CORRECTED INDIAN CIRCLE METHOD (FIGURE 2)

Gurudeva quotes two verses which prescribe a rule for the correction of the simple



Indian circle method, though he regards it as the rule for the sak~adesa. The verses,
which he ascribes to 'others', and which were not identified by the editor of the
published text, are nothing but Srtpati (1039/56)'s Siddhiintasekhara, Chapter
IV, verses 2 and 3:

ytiti bhtinur apamalJflalavrtttid dak~i1}ottaradisoranuvelam/
tena sti dig anrju~ pratibhtiti sytid rju~ punar apakramamaurvyti//
chtiytinirgamanapravesasamaytirkakrtintijfvtintararrz
k~u1}1}aJ?1 svasrava1}ena lambakahrtaJ?1 sytid angultidyaJ?1 phalam/
pasctid bindum anena ravyayanata~ sarrzctilayed vyatyaytit
spa~!tiprticyapartithavtiyanavastit prtigbindum utstirayet//

"Since the sun moves to the south or north (of the equator) along the ecliptic every monent,
the direction (thus found) is not correct. The correction on the other hand is to be made by
means of the Sine of the (sun's) declination.

The difference of the Sine of the sun's declination at the time of shadow's entry into and
exit from (the circle) is multiplied by its (Le. shadow's) hypothenuse and divided by (the
Sine of) the terrestrial colatitude. The result is digits (angulas) and so on (of the correction).
One should move the western dot by this amount to the direction opposite to sun's course
(ayana), or one should move the eastern dot to the direction of the sun's course. (Then) the
true east-west line (is obtained)."
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h(Sin 01 '" Sin 02)
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This rule can be expressed by modern formula:

where So is the equinoxial noon shadow, R is the radius of the great circle, and
Sin 17 is the Sine of sun's rising amplitude which is obtained by

Probably it was Brahmagupta (b. 598) who made the first recorded claim that
the simple and practical method of orientation was theoretically not accurate

where h is the hypothenuse of the shadow, 01 and 02 are the declination of the
sun at the two moments, and ~ is the terrestrial colatitude 8. That the rule is
mathematically correct can be easily demonstrated if one knows the formula for
finding the distance of the tip of the gnomon-shadow from the east-west line
(s' in Figure 2), as is given, for example, in the Paficasiddhiintikii IV, 52-54 or
Briihmasphurasiddhiinta III, 4, namely,
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because the change of the solar declination was not taken into account. His words,
however, are not clear, nor did he give any formula for the correction. He only says:

"At the two tips of the equal shadows (when the sun is) in the eastern and western (hemisphere),
two dots (are marked). The first one is the western direction and the second one is the eastern,
depending on the (solar) declination. From the mid-point of the (two) to the foot of the
gnomon are the other two (i.e. the northern and southern directions). (BSS III, 1).

One might well say that the true correction method was within easy reach of
Brahmagupta whose formula referred to above (2 on p. 19) was only one step to
the correction formula, and in fact, Prthiidakasvamin's commentary (864) on this
verse (BSS III, 1) is based on the same assumption. But Brahmagupta's own word,
krantivasat ('depending on the declination'), is too brief a statement to ascribe
to him the priority for the correction formula 9 . Prthiidakasvamin evidently knew
the formula, but unfortunately he failed in its versification. Even if an Indian
scientist in the classical age discovered a new theory, his claim for priority could
not be accepted unless he versified the formula in Sanskrit.
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3. THREE-SHADOW METHOD (FIGURE 3)
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It was significant, therefore, that Srlpati was for the first time successful in
versifying the formula for the correction to the simple Indian circle method of
orientation. After Srlpati the formula became a common knowledge of Indian
astronomers and many authors beginning with Bhaskara II (b. 1114) versified
the rule in their own waylO. The fact that Srlpati's verses were quoted by Gurudeva
goes quite well with the fact that one of the authors who were most frequently
referred to by him was Bhojaraja, the author of the SamaningalJasutradhara who
was contemporary with Srlpati. The upper limit of Gurudeva's life, therefore, is the
mid-eleventh century.

The reader of Gurudeva's brief commentary on the quoted verse might have
an impression that he had a good knowledge of astronomy. But it is possible

that the commentary itself is a quotation from some astronomical texts, as is
definitely the case with the other instance that will be explained below.

Immediately after describing the orientation method of the corrected Indian
circle, Gurudeva speaks of another method which can be carried out 'even without
sun ('s declination) and the terrestrial latitude' . The verse is numbered as 15 in the
Trivandrum edition as if it were Gurudeva's own, but, in fact, it is another quotation
from the Siddhantasekhara. The verse is quoted in a corrupt form. I follow Sripati's
words in my translation except reading sankudisa instead of sankudisol,z :

Fig. 3.
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chtiytitraytigrodbhavamatsyayugmasprksutrayor yatra yuti~ pradde/
ytimyottarti sankudiso~ kakup sa kramel'}a saumyetaragolayo~ syat//

"At the place where there is an intersection of the two lines passing through the two fish
(-figures) which are produced from the tips of three shadows, (a line is drawn toward the foot
of the gnomon). The direction of the gnomon is the south or north direction according as
(the sun is) in the southern or northern hemisphere, respectively."

Gurudeva begins the commentary with a correct paraphrase of the text, then he
adds a very detailed and useful explanation pretending as if it were his own. But,
to our interest, the main part of the explanation is nothing but a word to word
copy of Prthiidakasvamin's commentaryll on the Brahmasphu{asiddhanta III, 2!

The three shadow method, to which the oldest reference is found in the
Paficasiddhantika XIV, 14-16, is mathematically not correct, since the line drawn

by the tip of the gnomon shadow is not a circular arc but a hyperbola, as al-BlriinI
correctly observed in his criticism to Brahmagupta's three shadow method 12.

The approximation, however, does not produce a gross error near the vertex of
the curve, i.e. near the noon-shadow.

4. APACCHAY A TABLE (FIGURE 4)

The last part of Gurudeva's discussion on the orientation is assigned for a subject
called apacchaya. Before defining this strange word let us have a look at the table
of the apacchaya given by him. After a slight emendation, the three verses (18
20)13 can be tabulated as below:

Table of apacchaya

~
0-10 10-20 20-30

SIgns

Aries 2 1 0
Taurus 0 1 2
Gemini 2 3 4
Cancer 4 3 2
Leo 2 1 0
Virgo 0 1 2
Libra 2 3 4
Scorpio 4 5 6
Sagittarius 6 7 8
Capricorn 8 7 6
Aquarius 6 5 4
Pisces 4 3 2

Since thirty-six decades cover one complete solar year, the 'days' here mean solar

(saura) days. Values for Taurus 10-20 to Leo 10-20 are negative ones, namely,
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shadows cast to the south. Exactly the same table is given in the Manasara VI, 2
to 38 as well as in the Mayamata VI, 11 to 13 and 27, both in the context of
orientation. This table was one of the most vexing factors to P. K. Acharya when
he wrote a paper on 'Determination of Cardinal Points by Means of a Gnomon'
(1928), where his main point of discussion concerned the orientation methods
in the Manasara. He tried to interpret the table of apacchaya in the context
of the rectification of the simple Indian circle method, and suggested that the
numbers in the table represented some elements of correction. But he could not
convince even himself, because he knew that "the time when the correction is zero
should be the solstices, but it is not so in the Manasara 14 ." So he had to admit
his inability and welcomed suggestions for solution saying, "If no proper solution
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be found, there is a danger of these ancient authorities being held as erroneous
and misleading." The same view was held in his translation of the Miinasiira (I 934),
and in his Encyclopedia ofHindu Architecture (1946)15.

A clue to the solution was offered by the late Prof. J. Filliozat (1952) who
thought that the numbers of the table had nothing to do with the correction,
but they simply represented the noon shadows of the 12 angula gnomon l6 • His
interpretation was essentially right, but he proceeded to a wrong direction and
labored with the apacchiiyii table in order to determine the geographical latitude
of the place where the Miinasiira was supposedly composed. He got three results
10°, 9°, or 5° North from the shadows at the winter solstice, equinoxes, or the

summer solstice, respectively. In a supplementary remark, he added another value
7; 50° computed by M. Tardi and, it seems, he could not deny the possibility of
Ceylon as the provenance of the table.

Dr. Bruno Dagens was also annoyed by the apacchtiyi table when he translated
the Mayamata (1970). He first interpreted the numbers of the table as the values
to be corrected because they were used with the verb suddhyate 17 • The numbers,
according to him, stood for the distance (S in Fig. 2 and formula 2) from the
tip of the shadow to the east-west line. Taking the context into consideration,
his interpretation does not seem utterly impossible, but in the 'ERRATA AU
1° VOLUME' appended to the second volume he abandoned his hypothesis
and followed Filliozat's suggestion. I computed swith g =r =12 for 'P =10° N
and compared the results with the noon shadows (Figure 5). It is clear that the
apacchiiyii numbers are closer to the noon shadows than to S's.

Now I would like to offer a new solution to the problem from the different
angle. Even though the modes of versification are different, the apacchayii tables
in the Miinasiira, Mayamata, and ISiinasivagurudevapaddhati represent the same
thing: variation of the length of the noon-shadows expressed in a modified linear
zigzag function. Prof. O. Neugebauer would classify it in his Type Z, namely, the
type of the shadow table where the variation of shadow length is expressed as the
function of the solar position in the zodiacal signs18 . In fact, there exists a simpler
shadow table of the same type in the Visvakarmaviistusiistra 19 , another text of
architecture. The text reproduced by D. N. Shukla is very corrupt, but the several
correct numbers allow us to safely restore the original table. The result is a very
simple linear zigzag function of which maximum is 8 angulas at Capricorn and
minimum is -4 (minus values indicate the noon shadow cast to the south) at Cancer,

the interval of entry being a sign.
This simple scheme immediately reminds us of the shadow tables of the central

India, one of the oldest of which is preserved in the Arthasiistra II, 20, 39-42,
where noon shadows are tabulated as the function of solar month. The maximum
length is 12 angulas in the solar month Karttika (when the sun is in Capricorn)
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and minimum is 0 in A~a9ha (the sun in Cancer). The amplitude (i.e. the difference
between maximum and minimum) of the function is 12 just as in the case of

the apacchaya table. Based on the same simple zigzag function is Vasi~~ha's rule
for obtaining the length of the noon shadow (Paficasiddhtintikti II, 9-10). Prof.
David Pingree has shown 20 that another table for the variation of shadow-length

during the day was given in the Arthasastra and, with a slight modification, in the
Sardalakan:uivadana 21 and that their fundamental scheme was very similar to

that of mul Apin, a Babylonian series compiled in about 700 B.C. It is highly

probable that a set of the' Babylonian shadow tables was transmitted to India

and thereafter handed down to the south undergoing the simple modification
(parallel displacement, to use mathematical terms) in order to accomodate itself

to the south Indian latitude without changing the fundamental scheme of the linear
zigzag function. By a further manipulation a month was divided into three decades

while the montWy increment of 2 angulas was maintained, and the result was the

peculiar table. Finally some architects like the author of the Manasara who were
ignorant of astronomy blindly incorporated the apacchaya table in the context of
the correction for the orientation method.

The fact that even P. K. Acharya, one of the most learned historians of Indian

architecture, was not familiar with jyotil).sastra is well demonstrated by his wrong
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reference to astronomical texts: he did not know that in the texts of jyoti~a the
problem of gnomon shadow concerning orientation was not the subject of the
Sailkucchayadhyaya but that of the Triprasnadhyaya. His ignorance was such

that he even dared to say, "for the purpose of rectifying the inevitable variation of
the shadow no specific rules appear to have been laid down in any of the numerous
astronomical and architectural treatises except in the Mtinastira and Mayamata." 22

Compared with the modern Acharya or the ancient authors of the Mtinastira and
Mayamata, Gurudeva was better informed of astronomical texts, but still he could
not properly handle the information he got.

Lastly I want to refer to Neugebauer's works on the primitive shadow tables 23 .

He has collected dozens of Greek shadow tables and their derivatives and variations
in Coptic, Ethiopic, Arabic, Syriac, Armenian, and Latin literature. Of particular
interest among them is one ascribed to 'Philip, the King of the Greeks', in which
maximum length is 8, minimum 2 for g = 6. When all the numbers are doubled,
the table would turn out to be a possible candidate for the prototype of the Indian
tables, with the normative amplitude 12. According to Neugebauer, the Greek
scheme is unrelated to mul Apin's approach 24. Then how to interprete the survival
in India of the two types of shadow tables: the mul Apin type giving the variation

during the day, and the Greek type of the annual variation? In any case what
Neugebauer said concerning the shadow-tables he examined is beautifully applicable
to the Indian tables: "Ironically, the primitive, geographically inflexible method
survived all scientific progress, being handed down deep into the late Middle Ages. "25

We have seen how a very elaborate method of orientation and the far primitive
table of shadows were coexistent in the same text of temple architecture. This is
not the unique case in the history of Indian science where conservatism played
a significant role. Everything handed down was preserved, including those things
which had no practical use and whose meaning was no more understood. It is
thanks to such Indian attitude, however, that modern historian can hope to find
fossilized elements of the remote past.

Kyoto Sangyo University
Japan
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NOTES

1 I thank Prof. Yasuke Ikari of Kyoto University who stimulated my interest in this text and
who kindly provided me with bibliographical information on agamas.
2 Miinavasulbasutra X, 1, 1,3: "When a pair (of the following lunar mansions) has risen
the measure of a yuga (yoke, 86 angulas) (above the horizen): citra and svati, sravana and
pratiSraval)a, krttika and pratikrttika, ti~ya and punarvasu, between (such a pair) th~ eastern
quarter is found, (brought into line) with the ties (of the cord). (Tr. by J. M. von Gelder).
Similar idea is found in Dvarakanatha's commentary on Baudhayanasulbasutra 22, and Karka's
commentary on Kiistyayanasulbasutra 2, Apartijitap!cchii LXIII, 21,22, Kiirnikagama XV, 33,
Mrgendriigama VII, 7.
3' References to this method are found only in such later texts as Aparajitaprccha LXIII, 30,
Kiimikagama loco cit., and Mrgendragarna loco cit. It seems that there was no bright star near
the north pole in the days of the sulbasutras.
4 Neugebauer ESA, p. 214-215, HAMA V.B. 2, Pingree (1978), p. 547 and passim.
5 The standard length of the gnomon is 12 angulas, but references to the 18 or 24 angula
gnomon are not rare. There is no compelling reason for the radius of the circle to be equal
to the gnomon-length, except for the convenience for computation of the hypothenuse of
the shadow .J2g.
6 bhramayet paritas tena bindau sthitva suvartularn/
tanmadhyabindau tarrz saizkurrz sthapayed udaye ravelJ//
tadbirnbavrttarekhiiyiirrz saizkucchayasiro yada/
hrasad vi[rrz]sati purvahl'}e tatra cchayagrarn aizkayet//
tathaparahl'}e cchayayarrz nirgacchantyiirrz tu mal'}~alcJt/

sarrzsp!santya'!J tu tadrekharrz pragvat tatrapi lancayet//
7 Risa'il p. 108f, tr. p. 15H.
8 I follow Neugebauer's notation for Indian Sine, e.g. Sina for Rsina.
9 Besides Sr'ipati's formula there are several attempts for correction. Govindasvamin (ad
Mahabhaskarfya III, 2) draws three concentric circles around the foot of the gnomon, thus
observations are made three times each in the forenoon and afternoon, Ajitagama IX, 8 refers
to the same method. Manu~yalayacandrikii II, 3-4 offers an interesting method. Observation
is made in two successive days at the same hour in the morning. A third of the difference of
the shadow-lengths is applied to the afternoon shadow of the first day. This method is quoted
in Ravi Varma's modern commentary on Vastuvidya p. 29f. The same method is found in the
Silparatna (XI, 2). In Amaraja's correction (ad. Khal'}~akhadyaka p. 86) I:1t/60 is used instead
of t days, which reminds me of al-Blrun'i's report on Pulisa's correction (Risa'il p. 114).
Manasara VI, 15 giv~s a terrible 'correcti~n' if6 X g.
10 Among others, Silparatna XI, 9-12. Silparatna XI, 3 to 5 are from Siddhantasekhara
IV,1 to 3. Vastuvidya III, 9 & 10 are Siddhantasekhara IV, 2 & 3.
11 I thank Mr. T. Kusuba who sent me copies of the manuscripts Pingree 15 and 16 which
were copied from VVRI 1781 and BORI 339, respectively. Also thanks are due to Mr. Y. Ohashi
who sent me a copy of VVRI 1781.
12 Risa'il p. 115, tr. p. 161, comm. p. 91.
13 dvayarn eka'!J na naikarrz dve netragnisrutisarrzkhyaya//
vedagnidvayarnanena dvayarn eka'!J na ki'!Jcana/



naikanetrabdhiramaksi (read k~iramabdhi)-yugabal}urtusa'!lkhyaya//
satsapta~rakamanena 'ca~rar~irasasa'!lkhyaya/
~tubal}aSrutisaman:zvedagnyak~imitan:zkramat//
'14 op. cit. p. 425.
15 See article on SANKU p. 476f.
16 Thus his etymology of apacchaya is 'ombre reduite, ombre minima, ombre amidi'. The
usual term for the noon-shadow in jyoti~sastra is madhyacchaya.
17 This problem still remains unsolved.
18 HAMA p. 738.
19 After the enumeration of these shadow-lengths, the author of the Visvakarmavastusastra
says, 'This is the method of the determination of the east in the region south of the Vindhyas.'
He thereafter gives tables for the Aryavarta and Brahmavarta, but they are too corrupt to be
recovered.
20 Pingree (1973), p. 5f.
21 Arthasastra II, 20, 39, and SardUlakarl}avadana p. 54f. al-Biriini (INDIA p. 339) refers
to the same table.
22 op. cit. p. 419.
23 HAMA p. 736-746, EAC p. 209-215.
24 HAMA p. 736 footnote 3.
2S HAMA p. 737.
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